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Introduction
During the last decade, the Japanese easing monetary policy has not seemed to have had any effect in revitalizing the stagnant Japanese economy. The Bank of Japan's (BOJ) "zero interest rate policy" that has been in effect since February 1999, has caused the overnight call rate to hover around zero percent, but still has not made the economic recovery occur. The BOJ, in principle, gave up the short-term interest rate as its policy goal, and instead has targeted the outstanding balance of its current account, which is now called the "quantitative easing" policy. Furthermore, it is committed to purchasing more long-term government bonds, hoping that there is still room to ease. Some economists argue that the "credit crunch" is behind the ineffectiveness of the monetary policy.
The balance sheets of Japanese banks are damaged by the huge amount of non-performing loans that have accumulated over the last decade through their write-offs against equity capital. In order to satisfy their capital adequacy requirement, banks may have increased their holdings of risk-free assets, and cut back on their lending so that regulators (the government regulatory oversight agency) perceive less risk embedded in their balance sheets. Bayoumi (1999) and Morsink and Bayoumi (1999) find strong macroeconomic ripple-effects resulting from the negative shocks to bank balance sheets using Vector Auto-regression (VAR). Ogawa and Kitasaka (2000) estimate that the conventional marginal q investment rate function is augmented by the growth rate of bank loans, and find a strong correlation between business investment and bank loans. If the bank lending channel of monetary policy transmission has been severely damaged by the so-called "credit crunch" phenomenon, due to the growing non performing loans problem of the banks, monetary policy may lose its ability to influence aggregate spending through corporate business investment.
According to Hoshi and Kashyap (2000) , since large firms became almost independent of banks following the capital market liberalization of the late 1980s, and banks themselves were still confined to their traditional lending business, banks replaced their traditional keiretsu lending (relationship lending) with lending to opaque small and medium firms, taking land as collateral, while also expanding through even riskier real estate lending. Such a shift in the lending portfolio exposed banks to asset price risks, which did not become apparent until the bubble burst in the 1990s. In fact, examination of the "structural non-performing loans" serves as the instrument for identifying the supply side capital-bank lending relationship from the observed equilibrium lending data.
One caveat is that the capital crunch is, by definition, regulatory driven. Furthermore, it is important to note that even the reported bank balance sheets themselves are the reflection of regulatory toughness or the banks' concessions to the regulator. For instance, the sudden increase in non-performing loans (NPLs) may not show the actual increase in the same accounting period. It may simply be a consequence of the regulator's more rigorous assessment of the banks' balance sheets. As such, the econometric analysis of bank balance sheets needs the careful control of the regulatory and institutional oversight bodies. Any valid interpretation of results inevitably requires the regulatory and institutional history.
To best of our knowledge, this paper is the first attempt at identifying the supply side phenomenon of a credit crunch from the equilibrium data by a strong instrument and to estimate the resulting 2 reduction in the lending supply. We examine the impact of capital "surplus" defined as the gap between the actual and the estimated bank specific target capital asset ratios on lending supply by running year by year cross section regressions. We find that banks cut back on their lending supply in the fiscal year 1997 in response to a large negative capital shock mainly due to the rigorous self-assessment of assets that accompanied the Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) regulation framework. A positive capital shock mainly due to an injection of public capital in FY 1998, in turn, is likely to have induced constrained banks to raise lending supply. This positive shock, however, barely offsets the plunge in the lending supply the year before. The cross section empirical approach that validates the bank specific target inevitably has an unobservable and possibly endogenous fixed effect. Results of the cross section and the auxiliary fixed effect regressions consistently imply that the bias, if any, would be caused by the banks' evergreening behavior that ties them to underperforming borrowers. It turns out that such a bias would not undermine our conclusions.
The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. In section 2, some aggregate evidence on monetary policy and bank lending is shown. In section 3, the credit crunch is introduced and the literature is reviewed. In section 4, the relevant regulatory and institutional background is discussed.
In section 5, data and econometric issues are set out. In section 6, results are reported and some policy implications are derived. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Aggregate evidence: monetary policy and bank lending Monetary policy
Repeated moves to ease the monetary policy since July 1991 resulted in unusually loose money markets, which has not only virtually blocked the BOJ from taking further expansionary actions, but has also prevented the standard interest rate channel from functioning effectively. The monetary policy meeting of the BOJ held in February 1999 voted to try for an un-collateralized overnight call rate fluctuating around zero percent. In March 2001, switching its policy measure (policy target instrument) from the short rate to reserve targeting, in which the outstanding balance of the current account at the BOJ is targeted, the BOJ altered its framework of executing market operations from nominal short rate targeting to a "quantitative easing" policy. In fact, the targeted outstanding balance has been raised several times to reach 27 to 32 billion yen as of November 2003, which is roughly 7 to 8 times as much as the balance before the operational policy framework change. As depicted in Figure   1 , despite a series of unusual policy measures, satisfactory upward price movements have not seemed to materialize.
Bank lending
From the banks' point of view, zero-cost external funds would always be available to them regardless of their internal liquidity position. This could also imply that banks do not necessarily lend 3 more in response to additional liquidity if there is already an unusually loose inter-bank market condition. The BOJ's official announcement at the monetary policy meeting on March 19, 2001, refers explicitly to the reforms of the banking sector as a necessary condition for the effectiveness of monetary easing policy.
"In order to make this monetary easing fully effective in restoring Japan's economy to a sustainable growth path, progress in structural reforms with respect to the financial system is essential --e.g., resolution of the non-performing asset problem, as well as in the area of the economy and industry." Figure 2 shows the time-series movements of year by year growth rates (the ratio of the amount of total lending to the amount of the same series 12 months before) of domestic lending by all domestically licensed banks and the time-series of the ratio of book equity capital to assets in the balance sheet since July 1990 (The ordering of figures is the same for figures concerning city banks that will appear.). 2 The higher capital asset ratio and decrease in lending growth through September 1993
(the end of the 1993 interim accounting period) may especially indicate that the undercapitalized banks'
rush toward complying with a higher risk based capital (RBC) standard which came fully into effect in
March 1993 (the end of the fiscal year for 1992). 3 The capital asset ratio falls abruptly at the end of the fiscal year for 1997 by roughly 0.5 percent, and recovers its pre-shock level at the end of the fiscal year for 1998. Meanwhile, the lending growth rate continues to fall into the middle of FY 1999. It bounces back afterwards even though the rate is still negative and the level of lending itself does not grow.
Indeed, the lending growth and the one-year or half a year lagging capital asset ratio have been showing the high correlation since April 1999, the beginning of FY 1999. 4 This finding appears to be strong supporting evidence that the "capital crunch" occurred.
Two factors, which cannot be controlled effectively in the aggregate balance sheet data, however, exaggerate the speed in decline of bank lending. The first is the write-offs of NPLs. Removing bad assets from the balance sheets is a result of the banks' unconstrained rational behavior and should be distinguished from the "credit crunch" that deprives viable bank-dependent borrowers of credit access.
The second is declining lending demand due to the contracting economy. The aggregate lending figure reveals the reduced form equilibrium relationship between bank capital and lending and is not so informative as to identify the banks' behavioral responses. To this end, we need the micro-level data,
and this is what we plan to explore. Specifically, our research goal is to verify the time-series reduced form equilibrium evidence by the micro-level behavioral evidence.
Direct testing method of the bank lending channel
The naïve way to test effectiveness of the bank lending channel is to directly relate bank lending 2 The monthly aggregate balance sheet statistics of domestically licensed banks has been published by the BOJ only since July 1989. Thus the growth rate can only date back to July 1990. Similarly, the monthly data have not been available since October 2000. 3 Berger and Udell (1994) survey the alternative explanation to the phenomenon of higher capital and lower lending, which they call the "voluntary risk-retrenchment hypothesis". According to the hypothesis, such an observation is the consequence of the banks' risk averseness. 4 The capital asset ratio is based on the balance sheets of domestically licensed banks including their foreign business 4 growth to the monetary policy measure. Lending growth disaggregated by industry is regressed on lagged and present values of the BOJ's reserves and the corresponding index of industrial production.
The reserves are used as the policy measure since targeted interest rates (call rate/official discount rate) barely varies in the second half of the 1990s in Japan and the reserves are chosen to be a targeting instrument under the "quantitative easing policy". 5 , 6 The equation over two different periods is estimated. One is the longest period available to us: the second quarter of 1994 through the second quarter of 2001. The other is the period since the "ultra low" interest rate policy was implemented: the first quarter of 1996 through the second quarter of 2001. Results are shown in table 1. For the entire period, no coefficients for the monetary measure are statistically significant at the 10 percent level. For the date under the "ultra low" interest rate policy, no coefficients on reserve growth (except for the current reserve growth) are statistically significant at the 10 percent level. The F test on the sum of current and lagged growth rates of reserves shows the statistical significance over the latter period at only the 10 percent level. These seem to be suggestive of the ineffectiveness of monetary policy.
The problem of this approach, however, results from the very nature of unusually loose policy.
Under such an exceptional circumstance, lack of sensitivity to the liquidity of their own balance sheets may not imply that the banks are unresponsive to monetary policy. Instead, it may simply reflect the fact that excess liquidity available to banks in the inter-bank markets is already extremely abundant and that the incremental increase in liquidity by further easing market operations has no economic meaning to banks needing to finance their lending. The methodology, which is most productive under normal market conditions as found in Kashyap and Stein ([1995] , [2000] ), exhibits serious limitations.
Credit crunch Capital crunch
The observed decline in bank lending over the period of 1990 and 1991 in the U.S. became well known as the "credit crunch". It attracted the attention of politicians and the media alike since it occurred amid an ongoing deep recession. Bernanke and Lown (1991) report that both total lending and commercial and industrial lending fell by more than 10 percent over one year from the second quarter of 1990 through the first quarter of the following year there in New England, the area where lending saw the sharpest decline. Peek and Rosengren (1995 a) discovered a large drop in bank capital during the same period in New England. The phenomenon became known as the "capital crunch".
Some 8 years later in Japan the word "kashishiburi", which literally means "unwillingness to lend" and the popular Japanese translation of the "credit crunch", showed up in newspapers and other media so frequently that it was awarded the "Top Ten Award" of the 1998 annual "Japan New Words and Popular Words Grand Prize".
units. 5 Industries included are manufacturing, construction, utility, transportation and communications, commerce, non-bank finance, real estate, services and local government. In addition, lending to individuals and international loans are included. The real Japanese GDP and the U.S. GDP are used to "proxy" economic activities of individual lending and international lending respectively. 6 We chose lending by city banks (large commercial banks) as they traditionally specialize in short-term lending and are more likely to respond quickly to open market conditions.
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In general, the "credit crunch" refers to the reduction in credit supply available to borrowers, particularly bank lending supply, for some lender specific reasons. 7 The major explanation for the credit crunch phenomenon is the "regulatory driven capital crunch hypothesis". The internationally recognized bank capital regulation, known as the risk based (adjusted) capital (RBC) standard, is at the center of the banking regulatory framework. The principle of the regulation is that banks exposed to higher risks should hold more equity capital as a buffer against any realization of risk. 8 In practice it requires that the ratio of capital to risk weighted assets (riskier assets are assigned to a higher weight and vice versa) not be below the specified minimum threshold. Lending has been assigned to 100 percent irrespective of the credit risks of each contract (credit worthiness of each borrower). It had gone partially into effect by the time of the U.S. credit crunch.
Theoretical works have shown that asymmetric information --involving investors, a bank, and borrowers --makes issuing the new equity costly. 9 Therefore, undercapitalized banks failing to satisfy the regulatory minimum may raise the (risk based) capital asset ratio by cutting back on lending (a numerator of the ratio) rather than raising equity capital (a denominator of the ratio) in order to immediately clear the regulatory hurdle. The easiest way to raise the risk-based capital asset ratio is to shift the asset portfolio away from lending that is assigned the highest risk weight of all asset classes (100 percent risk weight) to assets with less weight, such as the government bonds of OECD countries (0 percent risk weight). It is frequently argued that the introduction of the RBC requirements may have induced the substitution of the lending portfolio away from risky lending to safer lending, and thus could have prevented the credit crunch from occurring, if the variation of credit risks within lending were considered.
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In modeling a bank's profit maximization, the RBC capital adequacy requirements is expressed as the following inequality and usually constitutes one of a set of constraints with typically the reserve requirement representing another.
K i is the equity capital of a bank i, L i is a bank i's holding of lending, and γ is the minimum requirement 7 Banks may charge higher lending rates in a crisis period rather than reducing lending supply directly. Such a phenomenon is not observed in the data. This could be because the banks' selection of better borrowers with lower interest rates in the crisis period offsets higher lending rates for less qualitative borrowers as discussed by Bernanke (1983) . Furthermore, it has not been usual for Japanese banks to differentiate interest rates according to the borrowers' credit worthiness. 8 A few works have theoretically justified the banks' capital constraint from the viewpoint of the informational friction between banks and borrower firms rather than assuming the regulation. Holmstrom and Tirole (1997) discuss that bank capital is used for monitoring of borrower firms. Bond (2003) shows that the joint liability arrangement among borrowers that reduces the expected costs of information disclosure of a bank leads to capital crunch in that a failure of some of borrower firms reduce bank capital and subsequently bank lending supply to viable borrowers. 9 Stein (1998) states that the informational asymmetry between investors and a bank leads to the adverse selection problems in that the equity issuing banks are considered to be under-performing. Diamond and Rajan (2000) argue that equity finance generates inefficient rent when a bank is a relationship lender. 10 The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision that coordinates the international agreement on the RBC regulatory framework has proposed the amendment to take into account credit risks within bank lending in computing the risk-weighted asset of an individual bank. Their working paper surveys the empirical literature on the impact of the RBC framework including the capital crunch. (Furfine e al. [1999] ) The recognition that the old design of the regulatory framework may have resulted in the capital crunch motivated the proposed amendment.
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imposed by a regulator. 11 Then a bank with binding capital constraint lends out the multiple of its own capital. On the other hand, a bank with an unbinding RBC constraint determines the level of lending for the optimal interior solution of its unconstrained profit maximization problem in the static model setting.
12,13
In reality, it may be the case that banks around the certain lower threshold of the risk-based capital asset ratio are capital constrained, whereas banks whose capital asset ratio is far above the threshold are unconstrained. Alternatively, most banks may be pushed into the lower region of capital asset ratio and become capital constrained when the entire banking industry is faced with negative aggregate capital shocks. These shocks may be either regulatory --a requirement of the more stringent assessment of assets (lending) and the widened definition of non-performing loans resulting in charge-offs that were previously considered unnecessary --or macro economic; a fall in land prices that turn viable loans into non-performing ones through the devaluation of collateral. If this is the case, one may observe few unconstrained banks in the positive industry wide capital-lending relationship.
In practice, variations of the following partial adjustment specification of the lending growth have been tested with the data of a set of banks at certain time periods in the literature.
The dependent variable is the lending growth of an individual bank at date t whereas explanatory variables are the lagged dependent variable, one of the capital asset ratio measures and other control variables. Many works in the literature take a lag of the capital asset ratio measure K/A, in order to avoid the simultaneity of the lending growth and the capital ratio.
Empirical literature Bernanke and Lown (1991) examine a book capital as K for the U.S. state-by-state cross section data and the New Jersey bank-by-bank cross section data in a one-year period from the second quarter of 1990 to the first quarter of 1991, and find a statistically strong coefficient on the lagged K/A. Berger and Udell (1994) run panel regressions with various loan classes as a dependent variable using the quarterly data of all U.S. banks from the late 1970s to the early 1990s. They augment (2) by including the interaction terms of the time dummy indicating the credit crunch period (1990) (1991) (1992) and various capital asset ratios including the RBC ratio itself, but find no capital effect on lending during the period.
With the quarterly panel data in and around the credit crunch period (1989:Q2-92:Q4) Peek and Rosengren (1995 a) find a significant capital effect only for banks with low regulatory ratings which they claim are likely to be with binding constraints.
14, 15
11 It is assumed for simplicity's sake that only lending is assigned a 100 percent risk weight. 12 If we assume the dynamic optimization model of a banking firm, an unconstrained bank holds capital stock as a buffer against future uncertainty. 13 Alternatively, one can interpret that lower capital incurs cost and that the higher capital benefits a bank. Such cost includes facing a tougher regulator, a higher risk of regulatory intervention, and the market's underrating based on the lower regulatory rating. 14 In the related study with the panel through the second quarter of 1992 of the same data set, Peek and Rosengren (1995 b) find that the coefficient on the interaction term of the capital asset ratio and the variable indicating a bank under regulatory formal action is significant but that the coefficient on the similar interaction term with the dummy 7
Using the panel data of Japanese banks of the early 1990s Ogawa and Kitasaka (2000) and Ito and Sasaki (2002) estimate variants of (2) with the RBC ratio as the capital asset ratio and find that only internationally operating banks operating within the Basel RBC regulatory framework have a statistically significant coefficient of the ratio. 16 More recently, Montgomery (2001) uses the longer panel from FY 1982 to 1999 and applies the period dummy methodology of Berger and Udell (1994) to the post Basel (after FY 1988) years and finds that coefficients on the book based capital asset ratio are significant during the post Basel years (FY 1988 (FY to 1999 and insignificant during the pre-Basel years (FY 1982 (FY to 1987 for all international, domestic and "switcher" banks.
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There are few works focusing on Japan in the late 1990s, though the "credit crunch" over that period may have had serious macroeconomic impact and have caused the recession in the fiscal years of 1998 and 1999. To this end, Woo (1999) turns to the year-by-year cross section regressions of equation (3). Constructing the total new loan data from FY 1991 to 1997 by adding charge offs of NPLs to net yearly increase in lending on balance sheets, he finds that it is only in FY 1997 that coefficients on such capital asset ratios as the book ratio and the regulatory RBC ratio are significant and positive.
18 Surprisingly he finds strong negative coefficients in some of the introductory years of the Basel RBC framework.
As we discuss later in greater details, we suspect that the incomplete identification of the lending supply with its demand is behind the mixed micro results in examining the three events above of falling economy wide bank lending both in the U.S. and Japan.
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Credit crunch and its impact on real economic activities
Economists have examined the aggregate and semi aggregate data to assess the impact of the bank lending supply on real economic activities. If borrowers could manage to find substitutes for bank loans the (bank) credit crunch would not have a real negative effect. With the semi-aggregate state by state cross section data Bernanke and Lown (1991) find that the impact of the loan growth predicted by the capital asset ratio on the employment growth was negligible during the 1990-91 period. Hancock and Wilcox (1998) , however, find that both loans by and bank capital of small banks have a strong effect on real economic activity through their influence on bank dependent smaller firms. 20 Hayashi variable indicating a bank not under action is insignificant. 15 Hall (1993) , Hancock, Laing, and Wilcox (1995) , Hancock and Wilcox (1998) also find statistically significant coefficients on capital asset ratios during the period. 16 Ito and Sasaki (2002) and Ogawa and Kitasaka (1999) examine two-year periods before and after the full implementation of the regulation at the fiscal year end of 1992. 17 "Switcher" banks are banks that abandoned their privilege to conduct international business so that the minimum RBC requirement is loosened. 18 He tests three capital asset ratio measures, the book based ratio, the Basel RBC ratio, and the market based capital asset ratio. The book ratio in FY 1991 and the RBC ratio in both fiscal years of 1991 and 1993 are negative and significant whereas coefficients on market based ratios are not significant. 19 Regarding international lending, Peek and Rosengren (1999) tests the impact of bank capital shock to Japanese parent banks on lending by their subsidiaries in the US. 20 In their time series data analysis Ogawa and Kitasaka (1999) Motonishi and Yoshikawa (1999) , though working on the aggregate data, effectively avoid the demand-supply simultaneity problem by using the tankan diffusion index measuring the banks' willingness to lend which is constructed from the direct qualitative questions asked borrower firms regarding their perceptions of the attitude of lenders (banks), and find that the negative effect of the bank lending supply on business investment emerges only in FY 1997.
The regulatory background of Japanese banks
In what follows, we review the regulatory history and its influence on bank capital. Amounts shown on the balance sheets of banks depend on the regulator's judgement. In particular, any managerial decisions effecting their capital position inevitably involve their consultation with the regulator and virtually needs its agreement, although the degree of closeness of the regulator and banks has been somewhat eased since the market oriented FSA took over the role of the Ministry of Finance and led the way to fairer and more transparent rule-based regulatory actions.
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Basel Capital Accord: FY 1992
The first generation of the RBC requirements was agreed to by the G-10 countries, representing the Basel Accord of 1988. 23 The Accord allowed a transitional period so that banks with capital shortages could take measures to meet the minimum standard. In Japan, the current minimum ratio of 8 percent has been effective since the end of the fiscal year for 1992 (March 1993), after the two-year transition period with a temporal target of 7.25 percent.
Several points are worth noting. First, the BIS Capital Accord framework classifies elements of capital in two tiers: core capital called Tier 1 and the element supplementing it called Tier 2. Tier 1 includes equity capital and published reserves from post-tax retained earnings. "Equity capital" in a bank balance sheet matches approximately Tier 1. Elements that can be included are undisclosed reserves, (asset) revaluation reserves, general provisions/general loan-loss reserves, hybrid debt capital instruments, and subordinated term debts. The Accord mandates banks to satisfy half of the minimum standard (4 percent in the current regime) by Tier 1 elements.
Cayseele (2000) and Berger, Klapper, and Udell (2001) . 21 Bayoumi (2001) conducts the VAR analysis and finds that innovation in bank loans has a large impact on aggregate demand. Using the similar VAR approach Morsink and Bayoumi (1999) find that the aggregate influence of bank lending is predominantly attributable to the banks' financial health measured by the stock price index of the banking industry. Ogawa and Kitasaka (1999) estimate the standard classical investment function augmented by bank lending and find its significant impact on investment, and find 22 For detailed discussions on the Japanese prudential policy, see Hoshi and Kashyap (2000) , chapter 8 of Hoshi and Kashyap (2001) , Ueda (2000) , and Fukao (2001) 23 Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States 9
In Japan, up to 45 percent of unrealized (latent) capital gains were allowed to be included into Tier Founder institutions, which are mainly large banks, contributed 3.5 trillion.
Prompt corrective action: FY 1997
The failure of the Hokkaido Takushoku Bank in November 1997, which marked the first failure of a large bank, along with the bankruptcy of two securities companies, spawned a financial crisis. In response, the MOF implemented the prudential policy guidelines for prompt corrective action (PCA).
The PCA allows the regulator (then the MOF, currently the FSA) to intervene in banks with a Basel RBC capital asset ratio below the regulatory threshold. The regulator intervenes when the RBC ratio falls below the BIS minimum standard of 8 percent. Several intermediate action thresholds were set up.
As a bank enters the lower interval, crossing a threshold, government intervention enters the more rigorous action stage. It was applied to "international" banks in April 1998, and to "domestic banks" a year later. The minimum requirement was set higher for "international" banks (8 percent) than for "domestic" banks (4 percent). At the time when the PCA was introduced, banks were faced with formal government actions based on the Basel RBC standard. The PCA marks the first occurrence of institutionalizing the RBC standard to the domestic formal action framework.
Prior to the PCA taking effect in April 1998 (the beginning of the FY for 1998), the MOF required banks to carry out a more rigorous self-assessment of their assets and the adequate loan loss write offs and the provisions based on them. Loan loss write offs and provisions amounted to 13.3 trillion yen in FY 1997. 25 Toward the closing of the fiscal year 1997, the government decided to inject public capital into the banks (18 large banks and 3 regional banks) for the first time, but it was not adequate to offset losses caused by the large write offs and loan loss provisions.
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Public capital injection: FY 1998-24 Ito and Sasaki (2002) give empirical evidence of such behavior by Japanese banks. 25 These are the aggregate figures reported by the BOJ and include figures in trust accounts. 26 It was in FY 1998 that the PCA framework, based on the RBC capital asset ratio, was extended to include domestic banks, of which most were regional, and regional 2 banks.
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The nationalization of the Long-Term Credit Bank and the Nippon Credit Bank, both of which are long-term credit banks, happened almost simultaneously; the former in October 1998 and the latter in the following December. During the crisis, the government rescued other banks facing capital shortages due to the large write offs throughout two consecutive fiscal years. Loan-loss write offs and provisions recorded 13.5 trillion yen in FY 1998, slightly surpassing the previous fiscal year's mark. A total public capital injection of 7.5 trillion yen (6.2 trillion yen of preferred stocks and 1.3 trillion yen of subordinated debts were underwritten by the government) was given to 16 mostly large banks in March 1999 in order to enhance their capital and help them satisfy the RBC requirement in the closing days of FY 1998. 27 In order to mitigate the credit crunch, the FSA approved public capital infusions to banks only on the condition that there would be "measures for smoothing lending funds and other credit supplies" in the "management improvement plans" that banks with public capital injection were required to submit and . 28 The FSA also had meetings with the top management of different banks to insist on a sound lending supply.
Econometrics and data
We run versions of equation (2) 27 See Nakaso (1999) for further details on the public capital injection in FY 1998. Another contributing factor to the increased equity capital was the accrued deferred tax asset due to the new accounting standard harmonized with the International Accounting Standard, which amounted to 8.9 trillion yen. 28 The FSA was founded as the Financial Supervisory Agency in June 1998. It was reorganized as the Financial Services Agency and undertook policy planning functions with regard to the financial industry from the MOF in July 2000. I designate both with the same abbreviation, FSA, to avoid inconvenience. 29 We also examined the specification similar to Ogawa and Kitasaka's in which the interest rate differential between the lending rate and the inter-bank call rate. The estimation results were virtually unchanged. The variable, however, is inevitably endogenous and can be a serious source of bias. Besides, differences in the interest rate variable constructed this way may reflect differences in the default risk they face, the rate of arrears, and other factors unrelated to the true return on lending. 30 Ogawa and Kitasaka (2000), Hoshi and Kashyap (2000) , Ueda (2000) , and Hoshi (2001) 31 Missing items on recent balance sheets of a few banks are supplemented by their annual reports.
Sample selection
While a "financial crisis" refers to instability of the financial system due to management crises and eventual bank failures, the "credit crunch" is a phenomenon hurting the lending supply functions of viable banks due to capital shortage. It is efficient that banks defeated in the competition of the lending markets exit the markets, as Hoshi and Kashyap (2000) discuss. The "credit crunch" is far more serious since it damages the lending supply function of viable banks. 32 To this end, we drop banks affected by bank failures, failed (liquidated or nationalized) banks, as well as banks having experienced rescue mergers or acquisitions. 33 A total of 126 banks remain in the sample.
Dropping "troubled" industries
Similarly, from the borrower side, the "credit crunch" hurts healthy borrowers because of the banks' unwillingness to lend. However, a bank's decision to cut back on lending to firms that will default on loans, and shifting its lending portfolio to healthier firms, is desirable. In the same context, a bank's decision to dispose of existing NPLs, that is, loans that borrowers have already defaulted on, is desirable too. To this end, we construct the lending data for non-troubled industries. Following the BOJ's aggregate survey, we designate an industry whose share of NPLs to the industry exceeds the share of total lending a "troubled" industry. 34 Such industries include the construction, wholesale and retail, service, and real estate industries.
Capital asset ratio measures
Three different measures of capital asset ratio: the book based capital asset ratio (CARP), the Basel RBC ratio (BIS), and the market based capital asset ratio (CAPRM) are examined. The book capital is a proxy for the core Tier 1 capital. 36 The book capital to asset ratio, CAPR is constructed by taking the ratio of equity capital minus land price re-evaluation to the total asset. CAPRM is constructed by taking the ratio of book capital, the denominator of CAPR, plus unrealized gains on 32 Recall Diamond and Rajan (2000) . Lower capital does not necessarily mean that banks are not viable. Unlike non-financial firms whose higher net worth (economic capital) lowers the cost of external funding through lowering the external finance premium, banks need to finance lending by demand deposits in order to provide liquidity to borrowers. Net worth for banks is the buffer against unexpected large negative shocks such as a fall in the collateral value through a fall in land prices. The necessity of higher book capital required by the Basel Accord is even more difficult to justify. 33 Banks having experienced non-rescue mergers are treated as single banks in pre-merger dates by adding values of variables for banks involved in the deals. One long-term credit bank was dropped since detailed lending data for the 1980s are missing. One regional 2 bank founded in the 1990s is also dropped. 34 The BOJ (2001) 35 Ideally, one needs to construct the new loan data as Woo (1999) does. This is not possible, since the industry level micro data on write offs of NPLs are not publicly available. We believe that exclusion of troubled industries defined above is the best way possible. The resulting bias should not be significant since it is mostly lending to "troubled" industries that is disposed of by the banks. 36 The BIS capital asset ratio until FY 1996 is subtracted the regulatory minimum for each bank that is 8 percent or 4 percent depending on whether a bank is "international" or "domestic" when the level itself of the ratio is included in a regression. This procedure smoothes the discontinuity in the level of the ratio due to the certain accounting policy that allows a bank to clear the regulatory minimum. Until FY the BIS ratios of many "domestic" banks are around 4 percent. Since FY 1997 when many "international" banks switched their regulatory status to "domestic", distinction of "domestic" and "international" banks disappears.
holding assets to the total asset. As such, both CAPR and CAPRM are non-risk based. This is not just because the individual bank level data of the risk-adjusted asset, the numerator of the RBC ratio, is publicly unavailable. It is even advantageous in the sense that "capital constrained" banks should respond to negative capital shocks, that is, negative shocks to the denominator of the risk-adjusted capital asset ratio. The RBC ratio by definition may behave like the weighted average of CAPR and CAPRM. On the other hand, the denominator of the RBC may not uncover the capital shocks masked by the offsetting increase of subordinate debts that are also elements included in the denominator.
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Controlling lending demand
As is evident, the equilibrium quantity of bank lending not only decreases in response to the shortage of the lending supply, but also decreases accordingly with a leftward shift of its demand curve.
If the aggregate (regional) economic environment worsens, product sales fall with weak demand, and firms adjust their investment outlay on plant and equipment downwards in response, which in turn results in a fall in their demand for new bank financing. Such a fall in bank loans, however, is not the cause of the recession. but the simple reflection of the weak economy.
One may argue for the demand side by including explanatory variables that are the proxy to lending demand. Such variables could be aggregate or regional economic indicators (Berger and Udell [1994] ). The reduced form approach, however, mixes the demand side with the supply side, and is not designed for extracting the structural lending behavior of banks. One may, rather, use the micro level bank characteristic (institutional) variables to control the demand side indirectly. Banks from one region behave differently from those from other regions. Yet, they also operate in different markets and face different lending demands. Along with this approach, Rosengren (1995a, 1995b) focus only on banks in New England. In addition, Peek and Rosengren (1995 b) include the ratio of off balance sheet income to the total income since the larger off balance activities indicate the banks' relatively smaller exposure to changes in the lending demand. One, however, needs to be cautious in selecting such supply variables since items on the banks' balance sheets themselves are likely to be endogenously determined and do not particularly represent the bank supply behavior per se.
The institutional classification of banks rarely changes over time and can be a good candidate for this goal. Banks are conventionally classified into five classes: city banks, long-term credit banks, trust banks, regional banks, and regional 2 banks, and the first three classes form the large banks operating nationwide. Regulatory actions as well as their customer base differ across bank classes. All the banks base their legal foundations on the banking act, though trust banks and long-term credit banks are regulated by additional respective special laws. Regional 2 banks have been classified separately from regional banks since they had been formerly administered under a special law and were converted to standard banks in the deregulation process. Dummy variables indicating the institutional class, CITY for city banks, TRUST for trust banks, and REGIONAL for regional banks, are included, while regional 2 banks are considered as the base class.
38, 39
37 See Ito and Sasaki (2002) for the banks' control of the RBC ratio. 38 9 city banks, 6 trust banks, 63 regional banks, and 48 regional 2 banks remain in the sample. Long-term credit banks disappear from the sample.
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Simultaneity of capital and lending
The similar storyline holds for the OLS estimator of the coefficient on capital asset ratio, β. It is likely to be biased because bank capital and loan growth are very likely endogenously determined through the performance of borrower firms (demand side). If the aggregate (regional) economic environment worsens, the firms' demand for new bank loans falls. Under such circumstances, the firms' sluggish sales performances in their product markets may prevent them from gaining returns high enough to service the repayments to their lender banks on time. Thus, their existing loans become non-performing, which hurts the lender bank's capital position through the provisions taken for loan losses and/or charge offs against their equity capital. Similarly, under continuing deflation, if the large part of the existing borrowing contracts is not indexed, their real burden of existing debt increases. The same simultaneity mechanism between bank capital and bank lending occurs in reverse. In an economic upturn, lending demand soars, while the higher profits of the banks increase their equity capital. The resulting OLS estimate, therefore, may be biased upward.
In overcoming the identification problem, one needs a valid instrument. Such instruments should be independent of the supply shock, ε it , and strongly and consistently correlated to the capital asset ratio, (2). Almost all contemporaneous variables are endogenous and are not very effective to this end. The commonly used approach is employment of lagged "predetermined" variables as instruments , Ogawa and Kitasaka [2000] ). 40 The drawback to this approach is that such predetermined variables lack an economic account of the bank capital and that the strong correlation with capital asset ratios is not guaranteed.
Instrument: structural hypothesis Ueda (2000) and Hoshi (2001) discuss that the regulatory driven "structural" change of the financial markets in the 1980s forced banks to reorganize their business. The deregulation of corporate bond markets that followed the liberalization of the secondary markets of government bonds made large keiretsu firms less dependent on bank lending. While large firms benefited from raising funds in the credit markets, regulations governing the banks' activities confined them to their traditional lending business. 41 In response to the loss of long-standing core borrowers, the banks needed to drum up some new customers. As the asset price bubble developed, banks rapidly increased lending to the real estate 39 Under the current FSA regime, banks are classified into "international" banks and "domestic" banks. 'International" banks are required to satisfy a higher minimum RBC requirement than "domestic" banks. One may think of including the dummy variable indicating whether a bank is registered as "international" or "domestic." We do not do so because many banks have switched their BIS regulatory status from "international" to "domestic" throughout the period of interest. A bank's switch of a regulatory status reflects its capital position. If its capital declines significantly, a bank gives up its international operation, which allows it for the lower minimum standard of the BIS capital ratio. Thus, such a dummy variable is likely to be endogeneous. We find that including it into the regressions does not change the results significantly. 40 adds the current change in equity capital as one of instruments to lagged variables. The point estimate of the coefficient on the capital asset ratio in the instrumental variable regression (2SLS) and that in the OLS surprisingly coincide. One may wonder whether such instrumental variables are not exogenous to the contemporaneous supply-demand system. 41 For more on the Japanese financial deregulation process since the 1970s, see Hoshi and Kashyap (2000) 14 industry with the strong and illusory expectations that land prices would never fall. The cross-sectional data of individual banks in the late 1990s show that the banks' portfolios tilt toward real estate lending most strongly explains the accumulation of the NPLs more than a decade later. "Riskier" banks piled up more NPLs while less "riskier" banks avoided the deterioration of their balance sheets as the land price bubble busted. Such empirical evidence provides us with the ideal instrument. Such behavioral responses in the mid-1980s are an exogenous factor to the demand-supply system of bank lending in the 1990s, yet, they best explain the development of NPLs in the late 1990s. Consequently, banks with higher NPLs write off more assets against their equity capital, and incur severer capital shortages than banks with lower NPLs. Hence there should be a negative correlation between the banks' portfolio changes toward real estate lending and their capital asset ratio.
42, 43
The intuition behind the instrumental variable regression is the following two-step estimation.
The first step runs the regression of the capital asset ratio on the banks' lending portfolio shift toward real estate lending. The fitted value of the capital asset ratio represents the structural component of the capital asset ratio that is independent of current borrowers, whereas the demand side influenced by the business cycle fluctuations is absorbed in the residual. Then, the fitted value is used as an explanatory variable in running the capital-lending regression. This way, one is able to estimate the response of bank lending to the structural component of capital asset ratio attributable to the banks' structural behavioral change in the 1980s.
In practice, we construct both the level of and the change in real estate lending over the 1980s and use them as instruments for the capital asset ratio. (2) is how a bank changes its lending in response to 42 One may argue that the share of real estate lending in the late 1980s and the lending supply in the late 1990s could be endogenously determined. If banks ex-ante had known that real estate lending was a very bad investment and foresaw that they would lose money, the ex-ante correlation of two variables would occur. However, this argument may arise from confusion between ex-ante and ex-post banking behavior. It is true that banks ended up with huge losses from real estate lending due to the burst bubble in land prices. We, however, need to keep in mind that land prices had never significantly fallen before the bubble burst and that the public, including the banks' managements, believed in the "myth of land speculation". (They're not making any more of it.) Banks must have regarded real estate lending as a lucrative, low risk, high return alternative to keiretsu lending. 43 Suppose, rather, that banks anticipated ex-ante that real estate lending was very risky. Such banks' prescience does not lead to an ex-ante correlation between the real estate lending share in the late 1980s and the lending supply shock in the late 1990s. The expectation of a lending supply shock conditional on the real estate lending share is still zero because riskier investment does not mean a negative expected return but merely a positive variance.
15 changes in its own capital position. Consider equation (3).
The only modification from equation (2) One needs to estimate the target capital asset ratio, K/A target . As we saw in Figure 3 , the aggregate capital asset ratio of domestically licensed banks steadily soars at the beginning of the 1990s up until around the end of FY 1992, then, stays at a high plateau of around 5 percent until FY 1994. Our interpretation that banks set their capital target to move toward the full implementation of the BIS risk based capital regulation framework, leads to the idea of estimating the target from this early period rather than estimating it from the entire sample period. We estimate the target by the data from FY 1992 through FY 1994. This is not only the period when the capital asset ratio is stably high but also the post Basel pre-"credit crunch" period. We should not include the "credit crunch" period because it is quite likely that banks were running shy of the target at that time. We should not include the pre- Unfortunately it is impossible to measure to what extent banks responded to the regulatory action of raising their capital targets, since it is solely an internal response and is not reported anywhere.
Furthermore, such changes in regulatory toughness are likely to accompany changes in the banks' 45 In fact we subtract the regulatory minimum from the RBC ratio in the level specification until FY 1996, since most "international" banks stay above the 8 percent regulatory minimum whereas "domestic" banks stay around their 4 percent regulatory minimum. The distinction between both regulatory types became less obvious after many "international" banks switched their regulatory status to "domestic".
balance sheets reflecting increases or decreases in NPLs, and therefore should be treated as secular changes of the banks' capital positions rather than changes in targets. On the other hand, in an economic downturn when it is harder to reach the initial capital targets, banks may lower their targets.
Under such a circumstance, at the micro level, each bank may reach its internal goal, but from the macroeconomic point of view, we should assume that negative aggregate shocks lowered their capital rather than that the banks lowered their targets in response to negative shocks. In other words, the relative capital position of an individual bank among other banks may not change, but its absolute capital position does. Thus, as a conclusion, it is safer to extract the information regarding the banks'
capital targets from publicly observed data in the pre-"credit crunch" years than to make targets vary across time using both past and contemporaneous data. 46 Such a way of constructing the target implicitly assumes the backward looking behavior of banks. This is more appropriate since the banks' constrained behavior has resulted from the legacy of the past and the banks' relatively short-term objective itself is to overcome this legacy, which is regressed by nature.
Possible non-linearity in banks' adjustments and the cross section
We do not assume that banks are always capital constrained in making decisions on supplying loans. When a bank is adequately capitalized, and its management thinks that the capital position is far from the position that incurs the regulatory intervention or any other adverse effects on the management decisions, their decision is free from the constraint. A bank chooses the optimal size (growth rate) of lending supply derived from its profit maximization criteria. Its lending supply decisions are constrained only when the actual capital asset ratio is approaching the target ratio. This assumption implies that banks adjust lending supply either upwardly or downwardly in response to changes in capital only when the absolute level of capital is sufficiently low.
Such a behavioral non-linearity of banks' lending supply advocates use of econometric techniques that allow for the time variation in the coefficient on the capital asset ratio, in particular, use of year-by-year cross section regressions. It also allows us to keep the bank specific target unwashed unlike standard fixed effect estimation techniques. If a negative capital shock is aggregate, all banks move in and out of the constraint region year by year simultaneously. 47 The earlier discussion on the history of regulatory regimes and their impacts on aggregate bank capital justifies the aggregate nature of capital shocks to banks. The regulatory regime switches, such as the introduction of Prompt
Corrective Action (PCA) and urging more stringent assessment of assets are aimed at the entire banking industry rather than particular individual banks. The ordering of banks' capitalization does not dramatically change after the regulatory shock. In equations (2) and (3), the coefficient, β, varies 46 Alternatively one may estimate the relationship between the banks' capital ratio and their characteristics (size, regulatory and institutional dummy variables from pre-crisis and post Basel years (1992) (1993) (1994) and then compute fitted values for out of sample crisis years (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) . This would accommodate the banks' switch in regulatory status from higher to lower minimum capital requirement if they actually do so over FY 1995 -FY 2000 . In principle, the target would not vary much over the time horizon unless their size or regulatory status changes dramatically. Yet, each individual bank has its own target each year according to its size and institutional characteristics. I estimated the target this way as an experiment. The relationship over 1992-1994 is very inaccurately estimated, and quite a number of banks have negative values for their targets during FY 1997 -FY 1999 If the shock were idiosyncratic, the non-linear specification could be used.
across years. Importantly, in years when banks are making a capital free optimization, the estimate of β should not be statistically significant.
Results
Preliminary results: Conventional level specification
Strength of the instrument
As Table 2 shows, REAL89 is negatively correlated to CAPR since FY 1997 and seems to be a reasonably valid instrument over the "credit crunch" years. The strong correlation in FY 1997 suggests that the serious writing off of the NPLs to the real estate industry against equity capital did not begin until the start of a more rigorous self-assessment of bank assets in that year. The bottom table on 2SLS (two stage least square) regressions implies the demand side simultaneity bias in the OLS estimates. In contrast to the OLS regression results, all coefficients before FY 1997 are statistically insignificant. In FY 1997, none of coefficients on lagged capital is significant.
The coefficient on the contemporaneous capital ratio for non-manufacturing lending in FY 1999 is not 48 An puzzling absence of negative correlation in FY 1996 that marks the liquidation of jusen housing loan companies and resulting accounting loses of banks reflects that jusen themselves, which specialized in real estate lending, are classified as non-bank financial companies. If the lending to jusen companies were classified as real estate loans instead, a negative correlation would appear. statistically significant. On the other hand, the coefficient on the lagged CAPR for total lending is found to be weakly positive at the 10 percent significance level. The capital shock in FY 1997 is short-lived, whereas the shock in FY 1998 could be persistent enough to effect lending in the following year.
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6.1. Target behavior specification Capital "shortage" and "surplus" Figure 3 plots the estimated target CAPR and the actual CAPR of every individual bank over the three year "credit crunch" period starting in FY 1997. The horizontal axis represents the target CAPR whereas the vertical axis does the actual CAPR. Thus, the actual CAPR of a bank plotted above the 45-degree line is higher than its own target, and therefore such a bank shows a "surplus" of capital. The actual CAPR of a bank below the 45-degree line, on the other hand, falls short of the target, and such a bank shows a "shortage" of capital. As we described earlier, a bank specific target is indeed time invariant so that values along the horizontal axis are common to all dates. In FY 1997 all large banks are plotted far below the 45-degree line, meaning that they are all showing a severe capital shortage.
Relatively, a fewer regional and regional 2 banks are below the 45-degree line. A majority of regional banks concentrate slightly above the 45-degree line, and many regional 2 banks are clustered around the line. The highly concentrated structure of the Japanese bank lending market suggests that Japanese banks are experiencing a severe shortage of capital in the aggregate sense. In FY 1998, ten large banks cross above the 45-degree line, and only five such banks remain in a capital shortage position. This is the direct positive influence of capitalization by using public funds. Positions of regional and regional 2 banks largely remain the same. In FY 1999, large banks still mostly maintain a capital surplus. In addition, most regional and regional 2 banks are plotted higher than in FY 1998. This may imply that because they recently came under RBC based PCA regulatory oversight, domestic banks raised the level of capital to minimize the likelihood of falling below the regulatory minimum threshold due to any unpredictable negative shocks. Table 4 shows the correlation coefficients of REAL 89 and the distance measure of each capital asset ratio since FY 1994. All three kinds of distance measures are quite negatively correlated to REAL89 for almost the entire sample period. The correlation coefficient between REAL89 and CAPR is strongly negative from FY 1995, and the value of the coefficient varies from -0.27 to -0.54. Similarly 49 Caution should be used in interpreting the regression results with the contemporaneous capital asset ratio. Usually, the banks' or regulatory actions negatively affecting bank capital occur at the end of the fiscal year toward the closing of the accounting period. Nevertheless, banks must internally be aware of their accounting actions such as disposal of NPLs in the course of the fiscal year. Banks receive acknowledgement from the regulator regarding their regulatory actions such as the regulator's consultation, research, and ultimately its negotiations with bank management. For example, periodical research meetings, which MOF officials, bank officers, and certified public accountants participated, were held to discuss details of regulatory measures relevant to the PCA until the early FY 1997. 50 We also estimated equation (2) the coefficient between REAL89 and CAPRM since FY 1994 stays in the large negative range from -0.39 to -0.54. Unlike the "level" of BIS, the distance measure for BIS is also negatively correlated to REAL89 from the beginning of the sample period, though the correlation coefficient is somewhat more modest than that with other measures. Thus we can expect somewhat reliable results for the BIS ratio in the "change" regressions. REAL89 appears to serve as a much better instrument for the distance between actual and target capital asset ratios than the ratios themselves. The strong negative correlation of REAL89 to distance measures, with the use of targets constructed above, supports the legitimacy of such estimated targets. 51 We can interpret that the computed capital shortage appropriately reflects loss of capital due to the disposal of structural NPLs attributable to real estate lending of earlier years.
Strength of the instrument
Regression results A glance at the OLS results reveals a slightly different picture from the results of the level regressions. In FY 1997, coefficients on both lagged and contemporaneous CAPR are strongly positive and significant for all classes of lending. In FY 1998, unlike the level regression results, the coefficient on the contemporaneous CAPR is positive and significant for all classes of lending. In FY 1999, coefficients on both lagged and contemporaneous CAPR are positive and significant for non-troubled total lending and manufacturing lending.
The 2SLS regression results are the most essential ones, upon which the aggregate implications are drawn. In FY 1997, the coefficient of CAPR is found to be strongly and consistently positive.
Coefficients of both lagged and contemporaneous CAPR are positive and significant in all cells except for the cell corresponding to the lagged capital ratio for non-manufacturing lending. Manufacturing lending was more sensitive to the capital shock the year before, whereas non-manufacturing lending was more so to the contemporaneous shock. The point estimate of a larger one is more than twice as large as that of a smaller one for both types of lending. On the other hand, the responsiveness of total lending to capital shock is equalized between lagged and contemporaneous ones, reflecting an averaging out of the differences in the subclasses of lending. The negative capital shock in FY 1997 is found to be temporary. Coefficients of the lagged CAPR in FY 1998 are not significant. The capital shock in FY 1998 is persistent only for total lending. The structural capital -lending relationship does not appear for subclasses of lending in FY 1999. The total non-troubled lending does not respond to the 51 The negative correlation between capital asset ratios and REAL89 remains unchanged after the injection of large public funds into 13 mostly large banks (12 large and 1 regional banks). Indeed, the MOF decided to purchase preferred stocks of these banks almost proportionally to their pre-injection capitalization. The correlation coefficient between size of preferred stocks purchased by the government and core capital less preferred stocks purchased as of 20 contemporaneous CAPR unlike in the level regression results. 52 As in the level regression results, point estimates of the statistically significant coefficients are the largest in FY 1997 in most cases.
Against our anticipation, all point estimates of coefficients remaining to be statistically significant with a correct positive sign in 2SLS regressions are much larger than OLS point estimates. One possible explanation for this puzzle is that the lending demand and the lending supply moved in opposite directions during these years. In FY 1997, "capital constrained" banks with a "shortage" of capital cut back on their lending while the "strong" aggregate demand (economic recovery) shifted the lending demand function rightward, rather than the "weak" aggregate demand reducing the lending demand as the standard literature on the credit crunch claims. As a consequence, the observed decrease in the equilibrium quantity of lending was smaller than the leftward shift of the lending supply function.
Conversely, in the fiscal years 1998 and 1999, the same banks, still constrained by their capital positions in making their lending supply decisions, were driven by the "surplus" of capital and "increased" their lending supply, while the "weak" aggregate demand in the ongoing recession shifted the lending demand function to the left. Therefore, the observed equilibrium increase in lending was again smaller than the rightward shift of the supply function Table 5 -2 presents the complete results of the 2SLS regressions over the "credit crunch" period. Further discussion on the instrument Table 5 -3 shows the "partial squared correlation coefficient" proposed by Shea (1997) to serve as a goodness of fit test for a capital asset ratio with a set of instruments employed. (Only results with the book ratios are shown.). This testing is, roughly speaking, an R-square taken into account the collinearity among the instrumental variables. The results are reasonably good for the Japanese banks' cross-sectional data. 20 out of 36 partial squared correlation coefficients are greater than 0.1.
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Yet another potential problem is a possible correlation between REAL89 and lending supply shock, which causes the biased estimator of the coefficient on CAPR. A bank that shifted its lending portfolio more aggressively toward real estate lending may have also supplied more loans to ex-post risky firms in the "non-troubled" industries than other banks. If so, attempting to make its loan portfolio less risky, such a bank may have written off more NPLs, terminated more existing lending contracts to poor performers in the "non-troubled" and "troubled" industries alike, and thereby, FY 1998 is 0.92. 52 One possible explanation follows. Banks changed their lending supply in response to a large change in their own capital positions that occurred in the previous year, FY 1998. Bank capital does not change much in the following year, FY 1999. Since the level of the banks' capitalization is almost identical in two consecutive years, in such a case bank lending responds to the level in both years, but does so to the change only in the shock year. 53 Shea gives an example where the normal R-square is 0.1 and this statistic is 0.05, and concludes that the goodness of fit is not as good as the standard R-square test implies.
supplied less loans in the "non-troubled" industries than banks that had not been much dependent on the real estate lending. The resulting correlation is negative. Such a bank may have acted in the opposite manner, and launched more rescue lending programs to poor performing borrowers. This case results in a positive correlation. This type of endogeneity can be described as the correlation of an unobservable bank specific fixed effect to REAL89. Our empirical strategy is much less prone to this type of problem. Remember There are some exceptions. Correlation coefficients are large and negative in FY 1997 and FY 1998 when a capital asset ratio is taken a one-year lag. However, such a negative correlation may be a byproduct of misspecification. Though bank lending supply only responds to a contemporaneous capital shock, a regression of lending on the lagged capital ratio reveals a positive and significant coefficient since the lagged and the contemporaneous capital asset ratios are highly positively correlated. Since REAL89 is negatively correlated with the lagged ratio as well, omitting the contemporaneous ratio leads to a negative correlation of REAL89 and the estimated residual. Indeed regressions with both lagged and contemporaneous ratios erase both a statistical significance of coefficients on the lagged ratio and a correlation of REAL89 and the residual. Overidentification tests reject the null hypothesis at 10 % level for the lag specification for non-troubled lending in fiscal years 1997 and 1998 and both lag and contemporaneous specifications for non-troubled lending in FY 1999. 55 See Appendix for further discussion with a simple model.
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more lagged explanatory variables are predetermined and orthogonal to the first differenced lending supply shock in the absence of any serial correlation. However removing the fixed effect, no matter what technique is used, makes it impossible to identify the level regression model (2), with the target regression model (3) since any transformation aimed at removing the fixed effect washes away the time invariant target capital asset ratio. Indeed any arbitrarily chosen time invariant target would result in the same estimator and the model (2) can be viewed as the special case in which the target is constant over both time and the cross section at zero. Therefore one would not be able to estimate the impact of capital shock on the lending supply with the fixed effect estimator of coefficients.
Having said that, the fixed effect estimation of the lending supply function provides persuasive robust side evidence on how the endogenous fixed effect would bias the cross section estimator of the coefficient on capital adequacy in the general lending supply function nesting the model of our interest.
We consider the following model of the lending supply function that factors in the time variation in the coefficient on capital "surplus".
This is essentially the same as equation (5) 
'
The simple matrix algebra shows that estimating (4) ' is equivalent to estimating the following equation that involves interaction terms of time dummy variables D t 's with the history of capital asset ratios stretching over the entire panel.
In practice, besides the interaction terms we use time dummy variables as explanatory variables to represent the time effect t µ ∆ . As the fixed effect estimation is meant to supplement our cross section regressions, the almost identical set of instruments is employed to run the 2SLS regressions with the panel data. 
Regional and regional 2 banks
In order to check on the robustness of our position, we apply the same methodology to subgroups of banks. Groups investigated are regional banks registered as "domestic" as of the end of the fiscal year for 2000, and regional 2 banks. Regional banks are limited to "domestic" banks since it is important to control the banks' regulatory status. Banks maintaining an "international" status are willing to accept the higher minimum RBC standard, which suggests that they are less capital constrained than the rest. There are 49 such "domestic" regional banks in the sample. All 48 regional 2 banks surviving the sample selection process mentioned above are registered as "domestic". Thus any further breakdown of regional 2 banks into subgroups is not beneficial and is quite unnecessary.
59 Table 7 -1 reports the 2SLS regression results of equation (3) with CAPR for domestically operating regional banks. All coefficients on CAPR are positive and significant in FY 1997. The capital -lending relationship within regional banks, however, is not robust in the later years of the "credit crunch" period. In FY 1998, non-manufacturing lending supply seems strongly constrained, whereas manufacturing lending is free from the constraint. The coefficient on the contemporaneous capital ratio for total lending supply is significant only at the 10 percent level. In FY 1999, only coefficients for manufacturing lending are positive and significant. Table 7 -2 reports the 2SLS regression results of equation (3) for regional 2 banks. Both total and manufacturing lending respond to the contemporaneous book based capital asset ratios in FY 1997. 60 59 Owing to the small number of observations (15 banks) and even the group being divided into two smaller institutional sub groups, large banks are not analyzed as a single group. 60 We also estimated equation (3) with alternative capital asset ratio measures for these sub samples. (Results are not
Macroeconomic implications
Aggregate lending growth Table 8 reports the aggregate lending growth rates over the six-year period from FY 1995 to FY 2000 of all the selected 126 banks. Lending to "troubled" industries (TROUB) and real estate lending (REALE) are added to the three "non-troubled" classes of lending analyzed above in order to grasp how the presence of NPLs and their disposal effected the aggregate lending.
Non-troubled total lending in the first column is steady over time with its growth rate ranging from -1.2 percent to 1.8 percent. It grew by a modest 2 percent for the six-year period. It experienced a modest decline for two years in a row since FY 1996, but recovered in FY 1998. Manufacturing lending had declined until FY 1997. After two years of recovery from FY 1998, it plunged again in FY 2000. Non-manufacturing lending seems to be the most declining class of all. In all years except for FY 1999, it experienced a negative growth. As a consequence, non-manufacturing lending dropped by a little over 15 percent for the six years, whereas manufacturing lending dropped by just 8 percent.
Lending to industries fell in the fiscal years 1995, 1996, and 2000 as well as in the "credit crunch" years.
Our finding of an absence of any structural capital -lending relationship in these years implies that the fall in lending is mostly due to a decline in lending demand.
Aggregate growth rates of lending to troubled industries and the real estate industry surprise us since they stay almost always higher than those to relatively sound industries. Compared to the sounder counterpart of non-manufacturing industries, though lending to troubled industries had never grown positively, the growth rates of such lending classes were higher for all years except for FY 1999, the only year in which non-troubled and non-manufacturing lending grew. Lending to troubled industries had declined by a little less than 8 percent over the six-year period, about half of the corresponding figure to the sounder counterpart. More surprisingly, real estate lending grew until FY 1997, when all other classes of lending had declined. Afterward, the rate of decline of real estate lending was relatively modest compared to sound non-manufacturing lending. Real estate lending had grown by 3 percent over the six-year period. Such data may indicate that firms with high lending demands in the weak macroeconomic environment were highly leveraged firms groaning under the burden of NPLs and in desperate need for infusions of more cash for debt repayment. Japanese banks were said to be engaged in a lending practice called "evergreening", which allows economically bankrupt firms to keep operating. Taking into account the large write offs of NPLs in troubled industries, the difference in new lending between that given to sound industries and that to troubled industries may be even much starker.
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Aggregate impact of capital constraint Table 9 reports what we consider to be the most important results of this paper, how much either capital shortage or capital surplus of banks, measured by the three definitions of capital, contribute to the aggregate lending supply by all 126 banks in its percentage growth.
The contemporaneous effect of the negative book capital shock in FY 1997 is large for all classes of lending. It cuts total manufacturing, and non-manufacturing lending by 3.72 percent, 5.70 percent, and 8.54 percent respectively. A positive capital shock in FY 1998 shows a modest recovery in lending in the same year. It raises the total manufacturing, and non-manufacturing lending supply by 1.07 percent, 1.43 percent, and 3.82 percent respectively. It makes the total non-troubled lending supply grow in FY 1999 by a modest 1.05 percent, but failure of the overidentification test casts doubt on such a finding. Besides neither manufacturing nor non-manufacturing lending is effected in the year.
Recovery of total non-troubled lending, made possible by the positive shock in FY 1998, in the same year and the following year represents 2.13 percent in percentage growth but does not make up for the lending cut caused by the negative capital shock in FY 1997. However, it may have been a positive shock large enough to help the Japanese banks escape from the capital constraints. The net effect of capital shocks in the fiscal years 1997 and 1998 on total, manufacturing, and non-manufacturing lending is -1.67 percent, -4.35 percent, and -5.04 percent respectively in contributing to the percentage growth of the lending supply. Had the Japanese banks not been constrained by the contemporaneous book capital shock of FY 1997, the non-troubled total lending, manufacturing lending, and non-troubled non-manufacturing lending supply would have grown by 3.02 percent, 3.78 percent, and 4.62 percent respectively. On the other hand, had Japanese banks not responded to the positive shock in FY 1998, each lending category would have shown a decline of 0.51 percent, 0.25 percent, and 9.23 percent respectively.
The negative risk based BIS capital shock in FY 1996 reduced the non-troubled total, manufacturing, and non-troubled non-manufacturing lending supply by 1.42 percent, 1.22 percent, and 3.77 percent respectively. However, the positive capital shock in FY 1998 increases the non-troubled total lending supply by 2.76 percent and the same class of lending supply by 4.12 percent in FY 1999.
The same positive shock increases manufacturing and non-manufacturing lending by 4.85 percent and 7.64 percent. Results with the risk based BIS capital asset ratio cannot be overly exaggerated. Though banks were suffering a severe shortage of core (book) capital, none of the banks failed to satisfy the BIS minimum requirement in FY 1997. The positive shock in FY 1998 was added to the base RBC ratio that was rigged to appear higher by the banks' accounting manipulations. At most, the BIS results give the most optimistic view of the behavior of the bank lending supply during the "credit crunch" period.
The negative market based capital shock in FY 1997 reduces these three classes of lending supply even more astonishingly by 7.15 percent, 10.88 percent, and 15.94 percent. Not only the market based capital shock in FY 1997 but also the shock in FY 1998 is negative, and contributes negatively to the lending supply growth in both FY 1998 and FY 1999 . This may be an overestimation. It is hard to justify the banks' behavior of targeting the uncontrollable and unrealized gains of their securities.
Security prices, mainly stock prices, though post bubble era in the period from FY 1992 to FY 1994, had stayed much higher then than in the "credit crunch" period. At most, the market based capital ratio results give the most pessimistic view of the banks' lending supply behavior during the "credit crunch" period.
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Interpretation and policy implications These findings lead to the following interpretation of the banks' lending behavior during the late 1990s. A rigorous self-assessment of bank assets revealed large non-performing loans that had been covered up years before. Accounting losses, arising mainly from the liquidation of jusen companies in FY 1996, caused a large negative capital shock, which resulted in considerable losses in the banks' equity capital. Large, newly discovered NPLs coupled with tougher regulations pressuring the banks to dispose of them under the watchful eye of the recently introduced PCA, caused huge accounting losses, hurting further the banks' book capital in FY 1997. The accumulative effect of these two negative shocks over a two years period was enough to push the banks' capital positions downward to the neighborhood of their own targets. As a result the banks became capital constrained in making decisions on supplying loans. Many of them, in turn, failed to satisfy their individual targets and cut back on their lending irrespective of the borrowers' credit worthiness. Such a negative lending supply shock narrowed channels of credit supply to bank dependent borrowers who needed more funding to finance their real and immediate needs, at a time when the economic outlook looked sunnier and aggregate demand for lending was in an upturn during a period of a fragile economic recovery. Thus, the observed amount of loans supplied in equilibrium ran short of the amount the unconstrained equilibrium would have brought about.
The same mechanism may have worked in reverse in FY 1998 and eased borrowers' borrowing conditions more than the unconstrained equilibrium could have. The positive capital shock represented by the infusion of public capital encouraged the already capital constrained banks. In fact, the amount of injected capital in the form of preferred stocks into the sample of 126 banks totals 58,090 million yen and is equivalent to 0.7627 percent of their assets. 62 Knowing that the industry wide capital asset ratio exceeds the target ratio by just 0.68 percent, injected public funds must have been the positive shock large enough to raise bank capital a little beyond the desired level, which resulted in the banks' positive response to the lending supply. It is certain that without public funds, the banks would have been still severely short of capital into FY 1998. In response to such a positive shock banks may have shifted their lending supply upward. 63 However, the positive impact was too small to offset the negative lending supply shock in the year before if it existed at all. It is not readily clear from combined findings of the main cross section regressions and the auxiliary fixed effect estimation whether the positive impact boosted lending supply in fiscal years 1998 and 1999 or it simply helped banks to escape from their capital constraints. After all the net impact of capital on bank lending supply appeared to be 62 Nakaso (1999) classifies the public funds injected into those raised in the form of preferred stocks and subordinated debts by individual bank. As a whole, 61,590 million out of 74,590 million yen was issued in the form of preferred stocks. The Industrial Bank of Japan, which is omitted from the sample, had 3,500 million yen of preferred stocks underwritten by the government. Note that Yokohama Bank, the largest regional bank, is the only local bank injected with public funds in FY 1999. 63 The same regression as equation (3) for FY 1998 and FY 1999 that replaces the gap of actual and target capital asset ratios with the same gap less the public fund to asset ratio and the public fund to asset ratio partially supports this view. The latter variable captures the impact of the public funds. The coefficient on the public fund to asset ratio in FY 1998 is found to be statistically significant for non troubled total lending in FY 1999 at the 10 percent level but it is not so for lending in FY 1998.
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substantially negative by all accounts. Particularly, industry lending was hit hard. Banks returned to capital free decision making by FY 2000.
As our findings from both main cross section regressions and the auxiliary fixed effect estimation suggest, the bias due to the possible endogeneity of REAL 89, if any, would simply underestimate the negative impact of capital shortage in FY 1997 and overestimate the positive impact of capital surplus in subsequent years. As we discussed earlier, these findings can be interpreted as circumstantial evidences that banks that had been engaged in aggressive real estate lending in the 1980s may have been indulged in evergreening of underperforming firms across the board.
Assuming the importance of bank lending supply on aggregate demand, particularly on business investment, the "credit crunch" in FY 1997 contributed negatively to the aggregate demand and led to an end of the short-lived economic recovery and ultimately to the recession in the following years.
Conversely, a rise in the lending supply in the subsequent year, brought about mainly by an infusion of public funds into the severely capital constrained large banks, may have contributed positively to the aggregate demand and prevented the declining aggregate demand from getting worse.
As far as monetary policy is concerned, the BOJ's claim that the banking sector hurts the effectiveness of policy implementation, is not fully convincing. 64 There is one caveat to interpreting the empirical findings for FY 1998. What seems to be a negative contribution of capital shortage to bank lending may not be a causal relationship but just be simultaneously occurring phenomena. On the one hand, banks raise their lending supply in response to the regulatory measures outside the regulatory framework based solely on the numerical RBC standard aimed exclusively at preventing the credit crunch from occurring. On the other, public capital injection raises the banks' equity capital. Strictly speaking, the fact that the capital asset ratios of several large banks receiving public funds far exceed their targets is contrary to the idea that
Conclusion
It has been already eight years since the ultra loose policy was launched in September 1995. Any positive effect, however, has yet to be seen. Indeed, corporate finance in Japan is still bank centered and the so-called "bank-lending channel" plays an important role in instigating monetary policy shocks.
Underperformance of banks damages the bank-lending channel and greatly reduces the effectiveness of monetary policy. A direct testing procedure to assess the banks' response to the monetary policy measure may not be an effective strategy since they must have already been provided with abundant liquidity and may not feel compelled to lend out more in response to further easing policy. It is popularly rumored that the "capital crunch" of banks caused the negative bank lending supply shocks under the RBC regulation framework. Following the conventional wisdom of abundant credit crunch literature using micro data, the lending growth is regressed on measures of capital asset ratio.
The first methodological contribution of this paper is its use of a unique and strong instrument for capital asset ratio. The literature's testing results are mixed, largely because of lack of a convincing identification strategy of the supply side capital -lending causal relationship with the demand side. Making use of the empirical finding that the structural component of non-performing loans are best explained by the portfolio reorganization toward real estate lending over the 1980s, we employ the within bank share of real estate lending in the late 1980s as an instrument. It turns out that the constructed variable is very negatively correlated to the capital asset ratio and can be an effective instrument.
The second methodological contribution is the measurement of the aggregate impact of capital shortage or surplus on lending growth. The bank specific target capital asset ratio is estimated as a time-series average in the three year period from FY 1992 to FY 1994, based on the assumption that the banking behavior of the banks was to meet their targets right after the full implementation of the BIS capital regulation framework. Lending growth is regressed on the gap between the actual and the estimated target capital asset ratios. Averaging the individual impacts of the banks gives the aggregate lending supply shock caused by capital constraint.
Regression results suggest that the severest "capital crunch" occurred in FY 1997. Banks were not only capital constrained but the aggregate actual capital asset ratio ran short of the aggregate target ratio.
We interpret that this is largely attributable to the large accounting losses caused by the rigorous asset assessment that accompanied the new formal action based PCA regulatory framework. The reduced bank capital made banks constrain capital in their decision making on lending policy, which eventually lead to the "credit crunch". Constrained banks are also found to respond to their concurrent capital position in FY 1998. This suggests that the bank lending channel of monetary policy transmission was severely damaged in FY 1997 by the credit crunch, but not in later years. Though the positive capital shock in FY 1998 was large enough to allow banks to avoid any capital constraint, the net impact of "capital constrained" banks adjust lending negatively in response to capital shortage. The distinction between the two hypotheses is not possible in the current analytical framework. The alternative hypothesis, however, does not change the aggregate implication. The positive lending shock remains to be the supply shock even if this alternative is true.
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capital shocks during the fiscal years of 1997, 1998 and 1999 on lending is unambiguously negative, suggesting that the "credit crunch" was a major factor behind the recession. Indeed the cross section empirical approach, which validates the bank specific target, inevitably has an unobservable and possibly endogenous fixed effect. Results of the cross section and the auxiliary fixed effect regressions consistently imply that the bias, if any, would be caused by the banks' evergreening behavior that ties them to underperforming borrowers. It turns out that such a bias would not undermine our conclusions.
There are possible extensions to this paper and relevant future research areas. There are two interesting extensions from the methodological point of view. First, by applying the same instrumental variable strategy to financially unhealthier industries and comparing the results with our results for the healthy industries, one can show whether banks reorganized their lending portfolio to the specific direction. The direction of the bank finance in response to negative capital shocks suggests how efficient and effective use of financial resources is. Second, if we find that some structural behavioral change years before explains capital shortages in the 1990 -1991 period of the U.S. credit crunch, it is possible to settle the debate over whether the "credit crunch" is merely the reflection of the recession or is a supply side phenomenon. This paper mainly focuses on the "unwillingness to lend" of healthy banks to healthier lenders. As Bernanke (1983) and Calomiris and Mason (2002) 5 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 1990.07 1991.07 1992.07 1993.07 1994.07 1995.07 1996.07 1997.07 1998.07 1999.07 Cells at the bottom table with italic letters indicate that CAPR is negatively and significantly correlated with REAL89. *** shows 1%, **, 5%, and *, 10%, respectively. *** shows 1%, **, 5%, and *, 10%, respectively, and numbers shown in parentheses below J statistics are p-values. Cells with italic letters indicate that differences between capital asset ratio and its desired levels are negatively and significantly correlated with REAL89. *** shows 1%, **, 5%, and *, 10%, respectively. (-0.0633) Cells with italic letters indicate that differences between capital asset ratio and its desired levels are negatively and significantly correlated with REAL89. *** shows 1%, **, 5%, and *, 10%, respectively. 
